CSD launching ‘Empowering Voting and Democracy’ series

Events to feature Barbara Arnwine, national voting rights experts, and elections officials.

As the United States prepares for the 2022 elections, voting rights are under threat. What can be done to protect access to the ballot?
Journal spotlights research to improve financial well-being in vulnerable families

How can vulnerable families overcome barriers to financial security, and what has made it difficult for them to do so? New research in a special issue of Families in Society seeks answers to those questions.

Top social workers in China call for curriculum changes, financial capability

How does a nation train over a million social workers to help build the financial capability and assets of their clients? What should social workers in China know...
about finance, and what is the best way to teach them?

Weighing these matters, researchers and several of China's top social workers proposed changes at the First National Forum of the Financial Social Work Commission, held January 8, 2022, in Beijing.
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